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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several years ago John Thompson wrote a paper on quadratic pairs which 
was never published [7]. Since Thompson’s paper was written, much of the 
content has been proved in other ways. This paper is another step in covering 
some of the material in Thompson’s paper without using modules. Let us explain 
how Thompson’s paper led to the question in this paper. 
To begin, a quadratic pair is a group G and a module M such that 
(1) G is finite, 
(2) M is an irreducible F,G module for p > 5, 
(3) G acts faithfully on M, and 
(4) G = (Q), where Q = {g E G - (1) I M(g - l)2 = 0). 
Note that (2) and (3) imply O,(G) = 1. Thompson classified all quadratic 
pairs in his unpublished paper. First, he reduced the question to one about 
quasi-simple groups by his central product theorem: If (G, M) is a quadratic pair, 
then G is the central product of quasi-simple groups Gi, 1 < i < n, and 
M=M,@..*@M,,andthe(G,,Mi) are quadratic pairs. Then he showed 
that if (G, M) is a quadratic pair and G is quasi-simple, G is one of a list of 
Chevalley groups of characteristic p. 
Toward the beginning of Thompson’s paper, he defined what was to be the 
essential building blocks for the groups G, namely, the groups of root type. 
Thompson defines groups of root type as follows: 
Letpdcu) = 1 M(a- I)\ for DEG. 
Let d = min d(o) for o EQ. 
LetQ,={aEQ]d(o) =d}. 
Let E(o)* = {T E G# 1 C&o) = C,(T) and M(u - 1) = M(T - l)}. 
Let Z = {E(o) 1 o EQ~}. 
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The set Z is the set of groups of root type. We remark that P = I= (Lea, 
Z is a union of conjugacy classes of groups of, root type) and that two distinct 
elements of z1 intersect only in the identity. 
Soon after making the definition of 2, Thompson proves the remarkable and 
essential “SLz Lemma.” He shows that 
(I} the elements of C are each isomorphic to (Fp", +), for some n, and 
(II) the group (E, F>, generated by two elements E and F of 2, is either 
a p-group or is isomorphic to 8.242, p”). 
Later, Glauberman f4] showed that 
(III) in the case in which the group (E, F) is a non-abelian p-group, 
K = [E,F] = [&F-j = [E,f] is an eIement of 1: for any e E B’ and fsF+, and 
K c: Z(@, F)). 
In this paper we show: 
(A) X is a emjugacy class and 
(B) An SL(2,p") is ~~~~~~ the centra&m ofits ~~~Q~~~i~. 
A recent paper of Aschbacher [I] s h ows that {B) implies G is a Chevahey group 
of characteristic p. 
i would like to thank W. &I. Kantor for pointing out that the arguments in 
this paper also hold for-p = 3 (but not forp = 3”, n 2 2), using Aschbacher and 
Hall’s paper f3] instead of [2] in Theorem 2. In addition, the same sort of question 
treated in the main theorem of this paper has been treated for characteristic 2 
by Timmesfeld [9]. H owever, the definition of quadratic pair does not make sense 
for characteristic 2, and the SL, lemma of Thompson does not hold for charac- 
teristic 3 quadratic pairs. 
2. N0~~-f10pv‘ 
We use the roman capital letters K, E, and F (sometimes with subscripts) for 
members of the set .E of groups of root type, This follows Thompson’s notation. 
We use a geometric notation similar to that of Timmesfeld [3] to indicate the 
relation between two groups of root type. 
To indicate that E and F commute, and that nothing more is known, we write 
no connection between E and F. If in addition, we know that for E in Ee and 
f in F+, ef is an element of a group of root type, we write dots between E and F 
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thus: E ... F. If E and F generate a non-abelian p-group we write E-=F. If E and 
F generate SL(2, p”) we write E- F, and say E is opposite F. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We begin by proving some lemmas about the elements of Z. 
LEMMA 1. Elements in SL(2,pn) have order which divides pj f 1 or 2~” for 
f < n. Elements in L(2, p”) have order dividing ( pf f I)/2 or pn. 
Proof. Huppert [6, Theorem 11.8.5, p. 1931. 
LEMMA 2. If E-F then we can Jind e E E# and f E F# such that o(ef) { 2~“. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, the only elements of SL(2, p”) with order dividing 2pn 
are elements which send some nonzero vector v to v (unipotent elements) or 
elements sending v to -v. If e is (i ,“) and f is (: T), then ef sends a nonzero 
vector v to fv only if st = -4. 
LEMMA 3. The situation 
E -F 
(i.e., E and F gene-rate SL(2,p”); E1 and F commute; and for e, in E,+ and e in 
E#, ee, is an element of agroup of root type) is impossible. 
Proof. Take e from E# and f from F# such that o(ef) { 2p*. By Lemma 1, 
o(ef) = r, where r # 2 and r is prime to p. Take g E E,#. Since g commutes 
with e and f, o(gef) = 1.c.m. (o(g), o(ef)) = pr. But ge is in an element of Z. 
Hence gef must lie in a p-group or in SL(2, p”), yielding a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose (A, C) and (B, C> are each non-abelian p-groups and A 
and B commute; i.e., 
c 
Then H = (A, B, C) is a p-group. 
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Proof. Fix c E C+. Suppose we have A----+. 
Since B==C, we have B *.I Be. Hence we have 
A- B” 
B, 
which is impossible by Lemma 3. So suppose A commutes with Be for all c E C*. 
Then let S = <A, Bc, 23, AC 1 all c E C#). Then S is an abelian normal subgroup 
of H. But in fact H/S is isomorphic to a subgroup C, of C, Write an arbitrary 
element of N as a string of elements at E A, 6, E B, and ci E C. Any substring 
cOa,,b,,cx = (csaOc-l)(cO&,c-l) cscr , which is in z in HIS. 
The only other possibility is that A---Be for some c E C*. This implies 
A==Bc for all c E C#, since [c, BIB = BcB = B%B = [cr , BIB so that A has 
the same relation with B”B as with B%B. Again we have S = (A, BC, B, AC) = 
(A, Beg, B, AC+ 1 all cz E C>. Again S Q H and again H/S z C, < C. In this 
ease S is not abelian, but it is a p-group since S = (A, Be) x (B, A”). 
LEMMA 5. The situation 
A -B A -B 
for all a E A# and c E CR, where (ac) is the element of 2 containing UC. 
Proof. We have (A, B, C} = (C, (ac), B). Since (A, B, C) is not ap-group,’ 
neither is (C, (a~), B). By Lemmas 3 and 4 we are done. 
LEMMA 6. The situation 
A-B A -----I3 
forsomeaEA*andcEC*. 
Proof. Choose b E B# such that b can be represented by (f :) in (A, 3) and 
choose a-l E Af such that u-l is represented by (-‘, T). Then b = (u-l)“@-‘. 
Similarly, choose c in C# such that PC = b. Then since a-l commutes with c, 
b = (a-l)*@-* commutes with 85-l, and thus ba commutes with 8. But then bat 
commutes with 8’” = b. Thus in ((UC), B) two groups of root type commute. 
By Lemma 3, we are done. 
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4. 2 Is A CONJUGACY CLASS 
In this section we show that Z is a conjugacy class. We use A - B to mean A 
is conjugate to B. 
LEMMA 7. If E==F, then [E, F] = K is conjugate to E in G. 
Proof. Since O,(G) is 1, by Baer’s theorem [5, Theorem 3.8.2, p. 1051, there 
exists an El in Z with El opposite E. By Lemma 3 we have either 
(i) E1 - E or (ii) El - E 
I * * - II * * * 
K K 
In bake (i) we are done, since K N El N E. In case (ii) we must observe, 
4 - E for Fl in (E, K). 
K . . . FI 
Hence, Fl - E. Also we have, for some opposite Kl of K, 
KI - K or K,---K 
I * . . /I \t 
Fl Fl . . . E 
In the first case, K “F, . In the second case K N E. Both cases imply K N E 
and we are done. 
THEOREM I. Z is a conjugacy class. 
Proof. If not, 2:’ C C is a conjugacy class. Since G is quasi-simple and 
O,(G) = 1, we have G = (E ] E E Z’). If FEZ - Z’, then by Lemma 7, 
F commutes with each element in 2: and FE Z(G), contradicting O,(G)’ = 1. 
5. OPPOSITES OF E COMMUTING WITH THE INVOLUTION IN (E,F) 
Suppose E- F and E -K and K commutes with the involution in 
(E, F). We will show that K is in (E, F). 
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LEMMA 8. Zf 
E- F 
and the involution i in (E, F) is the involiction in (E, K), then (E, F) L- (E, K). 
Proof. By a suitable choice we can find e in E#, f E F*, and g E K* such that 
i == fefe = gege. (For example, let f  be represented by (k i) and e by (-: y).) 
Then e-lg-lfe = gf-‘. Since K and F commute, g and f  commute and gf-l has 
order p, so it is not its inverse. Also, since K and F are assumed distinct, g + f .  
Thus e does not commute with gf-l. But gf-1 commutes with (F, K), and 
(since gf-l = e-lg-lfe) with (F, K)“. But (F, Fe) -= (F, E), producing a 
contradiction. Note that this lemma does not depend on the other lemmas, nor 
on the conditions for G. 






and K commutes with the involution i in (E, F). Then (E, F) = (E, K). 
Proof. Choose e E E#, k E K*, f  E F* such that Eke = K and Efe = F. 
(Eke, Efe) = (K, F) and is abelian conjugate by e-tf-’ to obtain (Ekf-‘, E) is 
abelian. Conjugate (F, E) by k and obtain (F, E)” = (F, E”) = (F, E”f-I). 





and the involution in (E, F) equals the involution in (F, E@), contradicting 
Lemma 8 unless Ek E (F, E>. But then (Ek, E) =: (K, E) = (F, E?. 
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LEMMA 10. Suppose 










E : or E -F” 
\ 1: 
LFs Kl P? Kl 
by Lemmas 3 and 5. But either is impossible by Lemma 9. 
%EORRM 2. An element K opposite E cannot commute with the involution in 
(E, F) unless K is in (E, F). 
Proof. By Lemmas 10 and 9 we have only one case to consider: 
F 
Suppose K commutes with the involution in (E, F). We will show that the 
conjugacy class of E in H = (E, F, K) consists of elements that commute with E 
or are opposite E. This implies that they are pair-wise commuting or opposite. 
Thus we can apply Aschbacher’s theorem [2] so that H/O,(H) c SPm(qn) or 
lJ,(q”). Since E, F, and K clearly have opposites in H, they are not mapped 
into O,(H) in the natural map, and according to Aschbacher, must be mapped 
to transvections. But in these groups the conclusion of our theorem is known to 
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be true about transvections. This would prove Theorem2. So suppose we have El 
conjugate to E in H, with El=E. Let E, = [E, , E]. Then we have 
E -F or E, -FF, 
where E3 = Ee for e E El*‘, both of which are impossible by Lemma 9. 
6. THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We end the proof of part (B) of the main theorem with an argument from [7, 
Section 231. 
Let S = (E, F), where E-F. 
Let i be the involution in S. 
Let R = C,(i). 
Let ZO = {El in 2 ) El C R and El is conjugate to E in R.} 
Let R, = (El 1 El E 2&o>. 
Then R, c~ R. 
Let Zr = ZO - {S n 21. 
Suppose K E ,?Y1 . We will show that K commutes with E. If K is opposite E, 
then K is not in Z1 by Theorem 2. If K=E, then 
[K, E] *.- E or [K, E] -+. E” --. E 
v \I/ 
F I;‘ 
by Lemmas 5 and 3 as before. But this is impossible by Lemma 9. Thus elements 
in Zi commute with S. Let S, = (El 1 El E &). Then R, = S,S and [S,, Sj = 1. 
Thus S q R, u R, proving part(B). 
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